1,000 mcg/20 ml
(50 mcg/mL) (0.05 mg/mL)

Preservati ve- f ree

Opium and its synthesized versions have
accompanied the development of the
Western Hemisphere, mostly through its
wars. From Civil Wars to Vietnam’s addicted
soldiers and lately in Afghanistan where
troops covertly protect the opium trade.
462- 248- 02			
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FENTANYL

Exp:

SINGLE DOES —

DESTROY UNUSED
SACKLER MUSEUM
CONTENTS.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
During the 1800’s, fearing
that there was a trade imbalance due to their insatiable need
for tea from China the British
started covertly selling Opium to
Chinese merchants. By the time
the Opium Wars started, the
Chinese were so dependent on
Opium that they could hardly put
250 mcg/
resistance.
5 mL

FENTANYL
CITRATE
INJECTION

SACKLER OCTAGON
TATE BRITAIN

PROMETH
WITH
CODEINE
8 FL OZ
237 mL

PROTECT FROM LIGHT.
STORE AT 20°-25°C
(68°-77°F)

Cough Syrup each 5 mL
The MET Ball gathers the
highest profiles of show business
for its funding event every year.
Taking place in the Sackler Wing
of the museum, its backdrop is
the Temple of Dendur (15.BC)
‘saved’ by the Americans from
the upcoming flood caused by
the Aswan Dam built by Nasser
in 1965 with Soviet support.
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One of the richest families in America made their
fortune by aggressively introducing an opioid derivative into the healthcare system. Marketed as a slow
release painkiller, OxyContin, has been widely prescribed by physicians and became rapidly known to
drug addicts for its potency when crushed and snorted. Purdue Pharma, purchased by the Sackler
family in 1952 during the Cold War, has been manufacturing OxyContin since 1995.
The chemical name is 4, 5α-epoxy-14-hydroxy3-methoxy-17-methylmorphinan-6-one hydrochloride.
Oxycodone is a white, odorless crystalline powder
derived from the opium alkaloid, thebaine. Oxycodone
hydrochloride dissolves in water (1g in 6 to 7 mL).
It is slightly soluble in alcohol (octanol water partition
coefficient 0.7). Oxycodone is the active ingredient
in OxyContin tablets.
The 10 mg, 15 mg, 20 mg, 30 mg, 40 mg, 60 mg
and 80 mg tablets of OxyContin contain the following
inactive ingredients: butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT),
hypromellose, polyethylene glycol 400, polyethylene
oxide, magnesium stearate, titanium dioxide.
ARCHITECTURE OF PAIN
× LOUVRE AILE SACKLER
× SACKLER MUSEUM HARVARD UNIVERSITY
× SACKLER OCTAGON TATE BRITAIN
× SERPENTINE SACKLER WING
× SACKLER CENTER FOR ARTS EDUCATION
GUGGENHEIM
× SACKLER GALLERIES ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS
× THE SACKLER COURTYARD VICTORIA AND
ALBERT MUSEUM
× SACKLER WING METROPOLITAN MUSEUM
× SACKLER GALLERY WASHINGTON
× SACKLER CROSSING KEW GARDENS

OXYCONTIN
80 mg, 100 Tablets

SERPENTINE
SACKLER WING

OXYC OD ONE HY D ROCHLORIDE
E X TENDED -R EL EASE

NDC 59011-480-10
Misleading doctors with biased PR material
and casual bribes (travels, gifts...) Sacklers Purdue Pharma created one of the largest overdose
epidemics in US history.
Rockstar Prince died of an overdose of
Fentanyl. He originally started to take opioid
painkillers to treat hip pain — a result of his habit
of dancing in high heels.
Lot :

Ex p :

50 mg/mL,
500 mg/10 mL

RECUVYRA
(FENTANYL)
SACKLER
GALLERY
WASHINGTON

From the late 19th century
until today, one family managed
to draw a continuous arc
between British Orientalists’
drive in Egypt, the theft of
ancient artifacts by European
museums and scholars, postcolonial civil engineering,
contemporary art, show business, charity, and antique,
neoclassic, postmodern, generic, parametric architecture.

It has been argued that the current opioid epidemic in America is partly a response to high levels of unemployment, particularly in areas where manufacture
jobs have been lost to automation. Purdue Pharma
business model and their large scale Public Relations
exercise, where doctors are encouraged to prescribe
OxyContin, is creating the perfect landscape for Artificial Intelligence to be implemented seamlessly and
take over the diminished role of humans.
If the 80s presented a cocaine fueled landscape
where the mantra was Work Hard, Play Hard, are
we now looking at the shores of a Work Less, Play
Less new world? Automation and the perceived threat
of AI technologies is often presented as a conflict
between work and leisure and fabricates an unnecessary duality. There is a simplified vision of the outcome of this new technological revolution — endemic
unemployment will engender a dystopian eternal fun
for the capitalists or widespread misery for the laborer.
Playing and enjoying are part and parcel of a
‘working’ society; a society with no work is inevitably a
society with less play. The often moralist balancing
act between work and play must be put into question.
If we consider human intelligence unique for its
capacity to enjoy thinking, we can see AI and Automation not as a threat but as an opportunity.
The role of joy in establishing the difference
between human and artificial intelligence has been
outlined by Venkatesh Rao in his essay ‘Intelligence
Reconsidered’. The current developments of AI are all
based on a quest for efficiency and problem solving.
These might indeed help relieving humanity’s future
from painful, repetitive and managing tasks but it
already appears that such thinking is influencing social,
technological and design behaviors. Cars, but also
houses, are being designed using billions of users’

VICODIN HP

®

10 mg/ 300mg

SACKLER CROSSING
KEW GARDENS
A cosmogony of Egyptian temples, pharmaceutical laboratories, dubious scientists,
and foreign military intervention orchestrate a
large-scale ballet of craving bodies bursting
with the excruciating pain of withdrawal, giving
up their dignity to end their torment.
462- 248- 02			
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U su a l a d u l t d o sa ge: O n e ta b l et every fo u r to si x
ho u rs, a s n eed ed fo r p a i n .

databases to create algorithmic solutions with efficiency and problem solving as their only goal. On the
contrary, very few people have explored the actual
uniqueness of human thinking patterns: the ability to
enjoy thinking per se, detached from any rational or
result-oriented goal. Playing and playful thinking as an
open ended pleasurable exercise is the most exciting
way for humans to remain relevant and avoid an AI
pandemic. The problem rests squarely on an economic
system that allows and encourage business models like
the one developed by the Sacklers.
LOVE
‘The vision is resolutely social which suggests that
if the party won’t cure the problems of the world it
might still be the place where we can begin to imagine
a new one. Dancing, mixing, bonding, communicating,
working, building, and praying, the night still shimmers
with a utopian hope that daylight has yet to deliver.’
Tim Lawrence in Love Saves the Day

